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Figure 1: (Left) Vibrators positioned at wrist and elbow, the bar and the vibrators. (Middle) Perceived illusions when holding
the top bar. (Right) Overview of the hand gliding experience application.

ABSTRACT
We propose a virtual reality (VR) experience platform based on
kinesthetic illusions. While presenting sensation of movement is
important for enhancing immersion and presence in VR experience, large devices and complicated systems are typically required.
We found the kinesthetic illusion could create the motion of a bar
that we hold, and the whole-body movement illusion was also induced with the illusion of the bar. We implemented a VR experience
platform using these phenomena, which does not require physical
movement. This platform is suitable for home use since it does not
require large-scale and complicated devices, and it can provide an
experience without body restrictions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality; Haptic devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Presenting sensations associated with body motion is one of the important elements in virtual reality (VR) experience, which enhance
immersion and presence. However, presentation of kinesthetic sensation typically requires a large space, as well as bulky and high-cost
devices.
These issues can be resolved by developing a platform that does
not require user’s actual motion. Kinesthetic illusion, which is an
illusion of position and movement of one’s own body and usually
induced by about 100 Hz vibration to tendons, can satisfy this requirement [Goodwin et al. 1972]. The kinesthetic illusion is also
known to induce the illusion of body deformation and environmental change such as nose stretch and the deformation of walls
and floors [Lackner 1988]. Kinesthetic sensation can be presented
without body motion, thus the system using kinesthetic illusions
would be simple and compact. Furthermore, kinesthetic illusions
can be enhanced by combining with visual stimuli [Hagimori et al.
2019].
In our previous work, we have found that tendon vibration to
multiple sites could elicit stronger kinesthetic illusion [Ushiyama
et al. 2019]. While extending this research, we found a new set of
illusions when vibration was applied to the wrist and elbow tendons
while gripping a fixed bar with two hands. Those are, the illusions
of tilting, moving and deformation of the bar. We also observed
kinesthetic illusions of the body co-occur with this illusion when
lying on a soft cushion. These illusions could be used as a compact
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VR interface that is free from body restrictions and is suited to
home use since the illusion does not need physical motion.
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APPARATUS AND PERCEIVED ILLUSIONS

The overall system is composed of a fixed bar, multiple vibrators
(Figure 1, left), audio amplifiers and an HMD. The vibrators are
controlled by a computer. To evoke illusions of the bar tilting left
and right, or rising up and falling down, we applied 70 Hz sinusoidal
vibration to the wrist and elbow of the user holding the fixed bar
in an unstable state (lying on a cushion).
Figure 1 (middle) shows the illusions caused by each vibration
pattern. When vibration is applied to both wrist extensors (WE) and
both triceps brachii (TB), the illusion of the bar rising occurs (Figure
1, middle (a)). Conversely, both wrist flexors (WF) and both biceps
brachii (BB) stimulation results in the illusion of the bar falling
(Figure 1, middle, (b)). Illusions of the bar tilting are induced by
vibrating WE and TB of one arm, and WF and BB of the other arm.
In this condition, the side in which the WE and TB are vibrated rises
(Figure 1, center (c), (d)). In these tilting patterns, the kinesthetic
illusion of upper body could also be induced.
Different types of illusions can be induced by changing the
arrangement of the vibrators and the positions where the bar is
grasped. By arranging four vibrators around the wrist like a bracelet
and grasping the side of the bars, it is possible to create the illusion
of the bar tilting toward users, forth, left and right. Specifically,
the illusion in which the bar tilts toward users was induced by
stimulating both wrist adductors (Figure 2 (a)), and the illusion of
the bar tilting forth was induced by vibration applied to both wrist
abductors (Figure 2 (b)). The illusion that one bar tilts forth, and the
other bar tilts toward users was evoked by stimulating the wrist
abductors in one wrist and the wrist adductors in the other wrist
(Figure 2 (c), (d)). By stimulating WE in one wrist and WF in the
other, the illusion that the bar tilts to the right and left sides toward
the arm that stimulated the WF was induced (Figure 2 (e), (f)).
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PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

We tested with five participants, all males, 22 to 27 years of age.
First, the tendons of the only wrist muscles (WE and WF) were
stimulated while holding the top bar. Three participants reported
the movement of the bar itself and their body movement. The other
two perceived twisting of the bar. Furthermore, for two participants
who reported the bar movement, we applied vibration to the wrist
and elbow in the patterns of WE and TB, and WF and BB. The
participants reported that larger illusions were evoked steadily.
While holding the side bars, the vibration to wrist tendons induced
intended illusions in all participants. There was no participant who
did not perceive any illusion.
Although vibrating the wrist tendons was known to induce the
illusion of the movement around the wrist joint, many participants
perceived the movement of the grasping bar itself. In our system,
the illusion of the bar movement was clearer than the illusion of the
bar twisting. All induced kinesthetic illusions corresponded to the
movement induced by extension of stimulated muscles although
two pattern illusions were observed when holding the top bar.
These illusions of bar motion, as well as the body inclination, are
considered as sibling illusions that Lackner [Lackner 1988] reported;
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Figure 2: Perceived illusions by vibration to wrist when holding the side bars
the illusion of rotation and movement of the body induced by
vibration to the arms and legs.
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EXPERIENCE

We developed the experiences of roller coaster and hand gliding
using mainly the illusions of the top bar motion. Figure 1 (right)
shows an image of the hand gliding application.
This system basically presents passive movement illusion. For
example, in the case of a roller coaster, vibration to induce the movement illusion corresponding to the tilt and movement of the vehicle
is presented. This combination of the visual and kinesthetic sensation can make the illusions robust and provides highly immersive
experiences.
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